TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #382
SEC. 12 T 2S R 9 W., WM.
CLOSINO COR. 11/11

HISTORICAL: GLO Pq49 R59 SET POST 1884
8k Pk
CT IS 108 A - 3770
S 1 20 A - 1209
S 2 581 B - 516

CONDITION GOOD
FOUND: 1 1/2" I.P. WITH 3" OSBF BRASS CAP BK 2 Pa 581

Not Found
4" MAPLE S. 81° E. 87' LKS GLO Pq 49
FD. NAD 60" SNAKE SCARCE
16" HEMLOCK N. 74° 48' E. 57' LKS GLO Pq 49
FD. GOOD NOW 75" HEMLOCK S. 39° 45' E. 68' FT. BK 2 Pa 581
FD. GOOD NOW 24" BURR 10" HEMLOCK N. 76° E. 35' FT. BK 2 Pa 581

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 10" Tile & cement around FD 1 1/2" I.P. WITH 3" OSBF BRASS CAP
FD 4" x 4" x 60" Post N.E. 1/2 feet
60" Hat Section SOUTH 1/2 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:

Comments: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 1 50' SOUTH OF A SMALL CREEK IN THE REMAINS OF AN OLD N-S FENCE LINE. ALSO FD. A SCRIBED SPRUCE POST LAYING BESIDE THE CORNER.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN MCNUTT GALE ARTHUR

DATE: 5-1-80

COUNTY CORNER TAG AFFIXED.